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Correlation between specular Andreev reflection and zero-energy states
in normal-metalÕd-wave-superconductor junctions
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We report the effects of interfacial roughness on a zero-bias conductance peak~ZBCP! in normal-metal/
d-wave-superconductor junctions. The roughness spoils to specularity of the junction interface, and causes a
diffuse Andreev reflection of a quasiparticle. The ZBCP decreases linearly with a decreasing rate of the
specular Andreev reflection at the interface. A sensitivity of the ZBCP to the roughness strongly depends on a
transparency of the junctions. In low transparent junctions, the ZBCP disappears even in the regime of weak
roughness. We also find a splitting of the ZBCP owing to the interfacial roughness in low transparent junctions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, transport properties in junctions of ani
tropic superconductors1–3 have attracted much attention b
cause high-Tc superconductors may havedx22y2-wave pair-
ing symmetries.4,5 One of the most important features
anisotropic superconductor junctions is the formation
zero-energy states ~ZES’s! at the normal-metal/
superconductor~NS! interface.6 ZES’s are the origin of the
zero-bias conductance peak~ZBCP! in NS junctions,7,8 and
the low-temperature anomaly in the Josephson current in
junctions.9,10 So far, the effects of roughness at the juncti
interface on transport properties were discussed in a num
of papers11–18 by using the quasi-classical Green-functi
method.19–23 In these theories, the specularity of the NS
terface is characterized by a parameter which is indepen
of the transparency of the junctions. The ZBCP can be s
in a regime of weak interfacial roughness. However, in
regime of strong roughness, the ZBCP disappears.13 Differ-
ent theoretical studies yielded the same conclusion.16,18

In this paper, we study the relationship between an am
tude of the ZBCP and a specularity of the NS interface,
using a recursive Green-function method in which effects
the randomness on the conductance can be considered
no approximation. This is one of the advantages of
method. A reason to revisit the same issue is that our con
sions are different from those in previous works. Our resu
show that the ZBCP decreases linearly with the decrea
rate of the specular Andreev reflection; this conclus
agrees with that in previous studies.13,16,18The sensitivity of
the ZBCP to the interfacial roughness depends strongly o
transparency of junctions. The amplitude of the ZBCP is
sensitive to the roughness when the transparency of i
junctions is rather high. However, the ZBCP is drastica
suppressed by the roughness in low transparent juncti
this implies a difficulty in observing the ZBCP in scannin
tunnel microscopy~STM!. Moreover we find a splitting of
the ZBCP owing to the roughness in low transparent ju
tions.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we descr
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the NS junctions on two-dimensional square lattice. Nume
cal results of the conductance and the specular reflection
of the Andreev reflection are shown in Sec. III. In Sec. I
the discussion is given. In Sec. V, we summarize the pap

II. CONDUCTANCE OF NS JUNCTIONS

Let us consider a normal-metal/d-wave superconducto
junction on the two-dimensional square lattice, as shown
Fig. 1~a!. The width of the junction isWJa0, wherea0 is the
lattice constant. Open and gray circles denote lattice site
the normal metal and those in the superconductor, res
tively. The pair potential in the momentum space is sc

FIG. 1. The normal-metal/d-wave superconductor junction i
shown in~a!, wherea is the orientation angle. The pair potential
Eq. ~1! is schematically illustrated on the tight-binding lattice f
a50 andp/4 in ~b!.
©2002 The American Physical Society22-1
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YASUHIRO ASANO AND YUKIO TANAKA PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 064522
matically depicted in the lower figure, wherea denotes the
orientation angle between thea axis of high-Tc supercon-
ductors and the normal of the junction interface. We desc
the NS junction by the mean-field~BCS! Hamiltonian,

H52t (
^r,r8&,s

cr,s
† cr8,s1(

r,s
~e r14t2mF!cr,s

† cr,s

2 (
$r,r8%

@D0~r8,r!cr,↓cr8,↑1H.c.#, ~1!

where r5( j ,m) is the lattice index andcr,s
† (cr,s) is the

creation~annihilation! operator of an electron atr with spin
s(5↑ or ↓). The summation(^r,r8& runs over nearest
neighbor sites, andt is the nearest-neighbor hopping integr
In a direction parallel to the NS interface, the period
boundary condition is applied. The energy is measured
units of t from the chemical potential of the junction. Th
difference in energy between the band edge and the chem
potential corresponds to the Fermi energymF . The length is
measured in units ofa0. We assume that the on-site potent
e r is zero far from the interface,~i.e., j <22 and 3> j ). At
the interface, an uniform potential barrier is introduced
e r5Vb for j 50 and 1, as shown by solid circles in Fig. 1~a!.
The roughness near the interface is described by the on
potential, given randomly in ranges of

2VN/2,e r,VN/2 for j 521, ~2!

2VS/2,e r,VS/2 for j 52, ~3!

where VN and VS represent a degree of roughness in
normal metal and that in the superconductor, respectively
d-wave superconductors, the pair potential has site-
diagonal elements depending on the orientation anglea.
When a50, the pair potential has finite values among t
nearest-neighbor sites, as shown in Fig. 1~b!, where d1
5 f 1D0 with f 15t/mF , andD0 is the amplitude of the pai
potential at zero temperature. The pair potential remains
nite among the next-nearest-neighbor sites fora5p/4,
whered25 f 2D0 with f 25(t/mF)/A8t/mF21. Thus$r,r8%,
in the last term of Eq.~1!, represents the nearest- or nex
nearest-neighbor sites depending ona. We introduce the fac-
tors f 1 and f 2 for the maximum value of the gap beingD0
independent ofmF . We note that the tight-binding mode
does not correspond to the two-dimensional CuO2 plane in
high-TC superconductors. The tight-binding lattices repres
the two-dimensional space. In our model, we introduce
pair potential between the next-nearest-neighbor sites to
scribe junctions witha5p/4. An alternative way to describ
the p/4 junction is to keep the pair potential between t
nearest-neighbor sites and to rotate the square lattice
45°.24 There are no essential differences between result
the two models when we focus on the formation of the ZE
This is because the ZES is a consequence of thed-wave
symmetry of the pair potential. When we discuss effects o
shape of the Fermi surface, however, the model employe
Ref. 24 is more suitable than ours to describe the Cu2
plane.
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The Hamiltonian in Eq.~1! is diagonalized by the Bogo
liubov transformation

Fcr,↑
cr,↓

† G5(
l

Ful~r! 2vl* ~r!

vl~r! ul* ~r! GFgl,↑
gl,↓

† G , ~4!

wheregl,s
† (gl,s) is the creation~annihilation! operator of a

Bogoliubov quasiparticle. On the two-dimensional lattic
the wave function (ul ,vl) obeys the Bogoliubov–de
Gennes equation,25 which we solve by using the recursiv
Green-function method.26 The details of the simulation wer
given in Refs. 27 and 28. In the recursive Green-funct
method, we can numerically calculate the transmission
reflection coefficients of the NS junction. The differenti
conductance is given by30,29

G~eV!5
dI

dV
5

2e2

h (
l ,l 8

@d l ,l 82ur l ,l 8
ee u21ur l ,l 8

he u2#, ~5!

where l and l 8 indicate propagating channels, andr l ,l 8
ee and

r l ,l 8
he are the normal and the Andreev reflection coefficients

a quasiparticle, respectively. These reflection coefficients
pend on the energy of an incident quasiparticleeV, whereV
is the bias voltage applied to the NS junction. The specu
ity of the NS interface is estimated from a specular reflect
rate of the Andreev reflection:31

SA[(
l

ur l ,l
heu2/(

l ,l 8
ur l ,l 8

he u2. ~6!

In the absence of roughness at the interface,~i.e., VN5VS
50), SA becomes unity; this corresponds to the perf
specular NS interface. In quasiclassical Green-funct
approaches,13,16,18 the specularity of the interface is chara
terized by a parameter or a function. In our method, howe
the specular reflection rate is not a parameter but one of
obtained results in the simulation as well as the conducta

III. RESULTS

In Fig. 2, we calculatêSA& as a function of theVN and
VS for a50 in ~a! and for a5p/4 in ~b!, whereWJ550,
mF52.0t, D050.01t, and^•••& denotes the ensemble ave
age of the random configuration. The bias voltage is fixed
eV50 and the barrier potential isVb52.0t. Here we con-
sider two types of junctions:

VN50 and VSÞ0 ~7!

and

VNÞ0 and VS50. ~8!

In Eq. ~7!, the interfacial roughness is introduced only in t
superconductor. The calculated results in these junctions
shown by solid circles in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. We consider the
roughness only in the normal metal in Eq.~8!. The results in
these junctions are shown with open circles. Fora50 in Fig.
2~a!, ^SA& of junctions with the roughness in the superco
ductor is slightly larger than that with the roughness in t
normal metal. We have confirmed that the same tendency
2-2
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be seen in thes-wave NS junctions. On the other hand, f
a5p/4 in Fig. 2~b!, ^SA& with the roughness in the supe
conductor is much smaller than that with the roughness
the normal metal. Thus the roughness at a surface of
superconductor drastically suppresses the specular And
reflection for a5p/4. The most important difference be
tween Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! is the formation of the ZES at th
NS interface. In addition to the specular reflection rate,
also calculate the amplitude of the ZBCP defined by

AZBCP5
G~eV50,VN ,VS!

G~eV50,VN50,VS50!
, ~9!

which becomes unity in the absence of the interfacial rou
ness. In Fig. 2~b!, we plot ^AZBCP& for the two types of
junctions with solid lines. The results show that^SA& and
^AZBCP& are closely related to each other. When we comp
Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, it is also found that̂SA& depends on the
orientation angle even if the degree of roughness is equ

In Fig. 3, we showAZBCP for a5p/4 as a function ofSA
for several choices ofWJ , mF , VN , VS , and Vb , where
eV/t andD0 /t are fixed at 0.0 and 0.01, respectively. In th
figure, AZBCP and SA are calculated results before the e
semble average. The figure shows thatAZBCP increases al-
most linearly with increasingSA , irrespective of the param
eters such as the degree of disorder and the Fermi en
The results again indicate the strong correlation between
specular Andreev reflection of a quasiparticle and the form
tion of the ZES. Thus we conclude that the specular Andr
reflection plays an essential role in the formation of the ZE
The anisotropy~sign change! in the pair potential is the ori-

FIG. 2. The specular reflection rate is shown as a function of
roughness at the NS interface fora50 and p/4 in ~a! and ~b!,
respectively. Here the bias-voltage is fixed at zero. We introduce
roughness only on the superconductor side (d). The roughness is
considered only on the normal metal side (s). In ~b!, the normal-
ized amplitude of the ZBCP is shown by solid lines.
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gin of the ZES. A quasiparticle can detect the anisotropy o
when an incident angle of an incoming wave is memoriz
in an outgoing wave.

Since the ZES are insensitive to the roughness in the
mal metal, we consider the interfacial roughness only on
superconductor side in the following~i.e., VN50). In Figs.
4~a!, 4~b!, and 4~c!, we show the conductance fora5p/4 as
a function of the bias voltage for several choices ofVS ,
where WJ550, mF52.0t, and D050.01t. The results are
normalized by the normal conductance of the perfect ju

e

e

FIG. 3. A relation between the amplitude of the ZBCP and
specular reflection rate is shown fora5p/4, where the bias voltage
is fixed at zero. These are results before the ensemble averag

FIG. 4. The differential conductances are shown as function
the bias voltages, wherea5p/4 andVN is fixed at 0. The barrier
potential isVb /t51.0, 2.0, and 4.0 in~a!, ~b!, and~c!, respectively.
2-3
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YASUHIRO ASANO AND YUKIO TANAKA PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 064522
tions (GN). The barrier potential isVb /t51.0, 2.0 and 4.0 in
Figs. 4~a!, 4~b!, and 4~c!, respectively. In low barrier junc
tions in Fig. 4~a!, the broad ZBCP can be seen even in t
presence of the roughness. When the barrier potential is
creased, the ZBCP rapidly decreases with increasing the
terfacial roughness as shown in Fig. 4~b!. In the presence o
strong roughness, the peak structure disappears and the
ductance becomes almost independent ofeV as shown in the
curve forVS /t52.0. In Fig. 4~c!, the barrier potential is in-
creased more, where a scale of the horizontal axis is chan
for clarity and the normalized ZBCP forVS50 is about 198.
The ZES becomes more sensitive to the roughness. A
result, the zero-bias conductance decreases to 10% ev
the regime of weak roughness such asVS /t50.1. A sensitiv-
ity of the ZES to the interfacial roughness depends stron
on the transparency of the ideal insulating layer, which
given by

D5GN /G0 , ~10!

whereG0 is the Sharvin conductance of the wire in the a
sence of the potential barrier and the roughness. We note
D is also one of the calculated results in the simulation.
the present calculation, the values ofD are about 0.5 for
Vb /t51.0,0.1 forVb /t52.0 and 0.01 forVb /t54.0 in Figs.
4~a!, 4~b!, and 4~c!, respectively.

SinceAZBCP andSA depend strongly on the barrier pote
tial, we calculatê SA& as a function ofVb for several choices
of VS in Fig. 5, wherea5p/4, WJ550, andmF52.0t. The
horizontal axisD is calculated from Eq.~10!. The specular
reflection rate decreases with the decreasing transparen
the ideal junctions. Since there is a linear relation betw
SA andAZBCP, as shown in Fig. 3, the vertical axis in Fig.
corresponds toAZBCP.

IV. DISCUSSION

When we consider a relation between the specular refl
tion rate of the Andreev reflection and the amplitude of
ZBCP, the present results agree well with those in other th
ries using the quasiclassical Green-function method.13,16,18

FIG. 5. The specular reflection rate is plotted as a function of
transparency of the junctionsD for severalVS . HereD is calculated
from the normal conductance of the ideal junctions.
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However, our results show that the specular reflection r
depends not only on the degree of roughness but
strongly on the transparency of junctions, as shown in Fig
As a consequence, our conclusions are very different fr
those viewedquantitativelyin previous studies. For instance
in a quasiclassical Green-function method,12,13 the specular-
ity is determined by a parameterd/ l , whered is the thickness
of disordered layer at a surface of superconductor andl is the
mean free path in it. The ZBCP can be seen ford/ l ,1.0.12,13

On the other hand in our results, the ZBCP disappears e
in areas of weak roughness such asd/ l 50.13 for D50.1
shown in Fig. 4~b! and d/ l 50.027 for D50.01 shown in
Fig. 4~c!. The disagreement arises becauseSA depends
strongly onD, as shown in Fig. 5. The dependence of t
specularity parameter on the transparency is also not ta
into account in other approaches.16,18

It must be important to pay attention to the fact that t
peak position is shifted from zero-bias in low transpare
junctions as shown in Fig. 4~c!. The peak can be seen aroun
eV/D050.01 and 0.03 forVS /t50.1 and 0.3, respectively
So far a surface state which breaks time-reversal symm
~TRS! has been considered to be a source of the p
splitting.11,32,33 However the peak splitting in our results
purely caused by interfacial roughness in the presence
TRS.24 We confirmed that the peak splitting tends to app
in low transparent junctions. Further investigations a
needed to make clear the relation between the minimum
the conductance at the zero bias shown in Fig. 4~c! and that
found in experiments.33,34

In general, the amplitude of the pair potential near t
interface becomes smaller than its bulk value. In this stu
however, we do not consider the self-consistency of the p
potential. One of us calculated the conductance of NS ju
tions where the pair potential is determined in a se
consistent way, and compared the results with those o
non-self-consistent pair potential.35 The two conductances
deviate from each other when the bias voltage is relativ
large. However, they agree well with each other in the lim
of zero bias. Thus it may be possible to infer that the ch
acters of the ZBCP remain qualitatively unchanged ev
when the pair potential is determined self-consistently. Ho
ever, we believe that a self-consistent study has to be m
in order to make clear the relation between the suppres
of the pair potential and the specular reflection rate of
Andreev reflection.

The calculated results indicate that the superconduc
near the interface must be extremely clean to observe
ZBCP in STM experiments, where the barrier potential
rather high. Actually, experimental results with STM are s
controversial, in particular in Nd-based high-Tc supercon-
ductors.36,37 Although there are several experiments whi
reported the ZBCP, some experiments did not report it.2 On
the other hand, the ZBCP can be seen in a number of
junctions.2 This is probably because the potential barrier
rather low in some NS junctions. In addition to the symme
change in the pair potential fromd to d1 is, for instance, we
suggest that the effects of the interfacial roughness shoul
reconsidered to explain the absence of the ZBCP and
peak splitting in low transparent junctions.

e

2-4
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V. CONCLUSION

We numerically study the effects of interfacial roughne
on conductance in normal-metal/d-wave superconducto
junctions by using the recursive Green-function meth
There are two conclusions:~i! the specular Andreev reflec
tion of a quasiparticle is indispensable to the formation o
ZES at the NS interface, and~ii ! the specular Andreev reflec
tion rate depends strongly on the transparency of the id
junction. The first conclusion agrees with that in previo
c

g,

ys

ya
,

. B

ys

o

06452
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theories using a quasiclassical Green-function method. H
ever, the second conclusion indicates that the NS junc
must be clean to observe the ZBCP in low transparent ju
tions. We also find in low transparent junctions that the
terfacial roughness causes the shift of the ZBCP.
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